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Happy Saturday, Villagers 

Please send along your suggestions for materials to add to the
daily tips. We're always looking for good content. And visit our

website for more information about our organization and
programs. 
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BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MAP 

PurpleAir 

Fire Safe Marin

AlertMarin.org 
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The 6 Most Incredible Beaches In National Parks
When you think of national parks, you’re probably thinking of looming
mountains, tufts of evergreen trees, and wide-open valleys. Often, the beaches
within national parks are left only for those who know where to look.
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Good Riddance 2020: the ultimate New Year's
Eve songs, as voted by you
We asked you to help us create an epic end of year playlist to see out the bin
fire that has been 2020. After nearly 10,000 votes, here it is
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The coronavirus vaccine wasn't the only amazing discovery: A look at

all the ways science thrived in 2020

In 2020, incredible scientific discoveries didn't stop because of the COVID-19
pandemic.

First and foremost was the phenomenal work done by scientists to study the
disease and develop vaccines in record time to put the brakes on the global
pandemic. It was a truly Herculean effort by literally thousands of scientists
around the world.

Otherwise, while nothing can compare to the vaccine effort for impact, we
discovered there could be water on the sunlit surface of the moon, potentially
life on Venus, "Marsquakes" on Mars, and the chance that dozens of intelligent
civilizations could be scattered across our Milky Way galaxy. 
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Four-month-old ravens could be as intelligent as
adult apes
By four months old, the cognitive performance of ravens may be similar to that
of adult great apes, a study suggests.

The birds’ performance in experimental tasks testing their understanding of the
physical world and how they interact with other ravens was analysed by
researchers. They tested the cognitive skills of eight hand-raised ravens at 4, 8,
12 and 16 months of age using a series of experiments.
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37 Products To Help You Stay Organized
Throughout 2021

For information about emergency
preparedness and COVID resources, visit the

recently updated Sausalito Village website.
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